
A US based mid-sized ISV in eLearning domain providing digital learning content. 
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 The client was a provider of eLearning content and was using in-house LMS to deliver content to its 
customers (end-users). The client’s customers had their own LMS systems. All the content in client’s LMS 
was QTI (Question and Test Interoperability) and LTI compatible. The content from client’s in-house LMS 
was exported to the other LMSs of various customers through the QTI export. Client’s LMS acted as a 
provider LMS and other LMSs acted as consumer LMSs. The client was facing below issues with QTI export: 

• Since QTI package does not export common cartridge package, exporting package for another LMS 
was difficult and hence integration was not smooth. The process was time consuming, hassled and 
not secure. 

• QTI export has content along with export package and hence updates to content at consumer LMS 
were difficult and time consuming. 

• Once exported, the exported package was accessible by anyone; the process was thus not secure. 

• The provider LMS was not able to get the data back from consumer LMS once the package was 
exported. As a result, course tracking different statuses as completion, in progress or tracking grade 
was not feasible. 

 Client was looking for a trusted outsourcing partner, who could analyze the various export mechanisms and 
provide a scalable and flexible export solution that could be integrated with any other LMS. 

About the Client 

Business Situation 

Content exchange and customization facilitated with 
enhanced interoperability between the content and other 
systems 
Harbinger helped a US based mid-sized ISV by providing a standard way to export 
its LTI (Learning Tools Interoperability) compatible LMS content through common 
cartridge mechanism. 
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 Harbinger analyzed the client’s LMS and its content management system in order to understand the existing 
export functionality and proposed the solution to export the LTI compatible packages using common cartridge 
mechanism. Most popular LMS are LTI compatible LMS consumers. Hence, this mechanism made possible to 
act client’s LMS as content provider to any other LTI consumer LMS. This export mechanism enabled below 
features: 

• The export is now seamless, which streamlined both, access to the content and integration with other 
learning platforms.  

• Client LMS can also keep track of user-course content as call back method allows to get data back 
from consumer LMS. Client’s LMS can get the data related to per course per user, e.g. User grade. The 
progress of the user can thus be reviewed and a track record can be maintained.  

• Updating of course is instant, easier and hassle free as only the URL for  the  exported course is 
shared and hence the latest content is always available. This reduces the time required for updates to 
the content and provides immediate and relevant learning to the users. 

• Content export mechanism is more secure as access to exported content is done only after oAuth 
authentication. 

 Above solution is successfully tested and integrated with popular LMSs like Moodle, Canvas and Sakai. Most 
LMSs have varied versions of common cartridge from 1.1 or 1.2 or 1.3 and above solution supports all 3 
versions. 

 

Harbinger Solution 

Content exchange and customization facilitated with 
enhanced interoperability between the content and other 
systems 
Harbinger helped a US based mid-sized ISV by providing a standard way to export 
its LTI (Learning Tools Interoperability) compatible LMS content through common 
cartridge mechanism. 
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 The overall user base increased as integration to other LMSs was easier. 

 Client’s content outreach to audience grew faster.  

 It enhanced the overall learning experience though interoperability, reusability and customization. It opened 

up better market opportunities for the client. 

 The enhanced product with new features and capabilities gave competitive advantage and resulted in wider 

adoption of the product in the market. 

Benefits 

Content exchange and customization facilitated with 
enhanced interoperability between the content and other 
systems 
Harbinger helped a US based mid-sized ISV by providing a standard way to export 
its LTI (Learning Tools Interoperability) compatible LMS content through common 
cartridge mechanism. 


